Background {#Sec1}
==========

Nanocrystalline Si (nc-Si) materials have been extensively studied because of their novel properties and their potential applications in future electronic and optoelectronic devices \[[@CR1], [@CR2]\]. For example, the SiO~2~/nc-Si/SiO~2~ sandwiched structures can be used as a floating gate to develop the non-volatile memories \[[@CR3]\]. It has also been reported that nc-Si-based materials can be potentially used in light-emitting devices as well as next generation solar cells \[[@CR4]--[@CR6]\]. However, most of the published work focused on the un-doped nc-Si materials. In order to further improve the devices performance, it is necessary to study the doping effect in nc-Si materials, since it can effectively control the electronic structures and properties of semiconductors \[[@CR7], [@CR8]\]. It was reported that the doping of P and B in nc-Si is difficult due to Self-Purification effect, which is quite different from their bulk counterpart \[[@CR8]--[@CR10]\]. The further work pointed out that P atoms tend to stay in the core, and B atoms prefer to locate near the surface for the H-passivated Si nanocrystals \[[@CR11]\]. While Pi et al. studied the doping of P and B in H-passivated free-standing Si nanocrystals and they found that P atoms resides at or near the surface of the Si nanocrystals while B is in the core region, which seems contrary to the theoretical results \[[@CR12]\]. The optical properties and electronic structures and conductivity of P-doped nc-Si films have also been studied. Fujii et al. found that photoluminescence in nc-Si can be enhanced by P doping \[[@CR13]\]. Stegner et al. found that the conductivity of free-standing Si nanocrystals with the average size of 30 nm increased with the doping concentrations and exhibited a decrease of temperature dependence in the temperature range of 100--300 K \[[@CR14]\]. However, the experimental study on temperature-dependent conduction behaviors in a wide temperature range is still lack for doped nc-Si films though it is important to help one understand the carrier transport process in nanocrystalline Si films.

In our previous work, we fabricated the P-doped nc-Si/SiO~2~ multilayers by thermally annealing P-doped amorphous Si/SiO~2~ stacked structures. It was found that part of the P impurities can be located at the inner sites of nc-Si substitutionally besides the passivation of the Si dangling bonds at the interface sites of the nc-Si dots \[[@CR15]\]. P doping also affected the electrical structures of nc-Si and induced the subband light emitting in the infrared light region \[[@CR15], [@CR16]\]. In the present work, temperature-dependent carrier transport processes in P-doped nc-Si/SiO~2~ multilayers are systematically studied in a temperature range of 40--660 K. It is found that the room temperature conductivity of P-doped nc-Si/SiO~2~ multilayers is significantly enhanced due to the doping effect. By controlling the doping concentrations, the carrier concentrations can be manipulated effectively. Based on the temperature-dependent conductivity measurements, the carrier transport mechanisms are discussed, which exhibit different behaviors with the temperature as well as the doping concentrations.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

The un-doped and P-doped hydrogenated amorphous Si/SiO~2~ stacked structures were fabricated on p-type Si substrates (1--3 Ω/cm) and quartz substrates in a conventional plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) system. SiH~4~ with a flow rate of 5 sccm was used to deposit the a-Si (amorphous) layer while the hydrogen diluted phosphine (PH~3~, 1 % in H~2~) with a various flow rate from 0 sccm to 3 sccm was simultaneously introduced to get different doping concentrations. Here, we use the nominal gas doping ratio of \[PH~3~\]/\[SiH~4~\] to denote the samples. The in situ plasma oxidation was subsequently performed using O~2~ with a flow rate of 20 sccm. Both the a-Si:H deposition time and the plasma oxidation time was kept at 90 s. The deposition and oxidation process was alternatively repeated for 15 times to get the multilayered structures. During the deposition process, the RF power and substrate temperature was 50 W and 250 °C, respectively. The as-deposited samples were then dehydrogenated at 450 °C followed by high temperature annealing at 1000 °C in N~2~ ambient for 1 h to nanocrystallize the a-Si:H layers.

Raman scattering spectra were performed by a Jobin Yvon Horiba HR800 spectrometer with an Ar^+^ laser with the wavelength of 514 nm as excitation light source. The high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images were observed by a TECNAI G2F20 FEI high-resolution transmission electron microscopy. The X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were performed with a PHI 5000 Versa Probe system, and the composition signals of Si and P in the nc-Si layer were detected after Ar^+^ etching for 100 s with the etching depth of 10 nm. The C 1 s line at 285 eV has been used as a reference to rectify the charge shift of the binding energies. The conductivity and Hall mobility were obtained by temperature-dependent Hall measurements using van der Pauw (VDP) geometry with the LakeShore 8400 Hall effect measurement system. The temperature of the Hall measurement ranges from 40 to 660 K. The samples were prepared with coplanar Al electrodes on the four corners of the film by vacuum thermal evaporation followed by a 400 °C alloying treatment of 30 mins to achieve the ohmic contacts which is confirmed by the linear current--voltage relationship.

Results and Discussions {#Sec3}
=======================

Structural Properties {#Sec4}
---------------------

Raman spectroscopy was used to identify the formation of Si nanocrystals. Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows the Raman spectra of the P-doped Si/SiO~2~ multilayers after 1000 °C annealing at various nominal doping concentrations. For the as-deposited sample, only a weak and broad Raman band centered at 480 cm^−1^ can be detected, which is attributed to the transverse-optical (TO) vibration mode of amorphous Si--Si bands. Meanwhile in the samples that undergo annealing procedure, a sharp peak around 517 cm^−1^ emerges which indicates the formation of nanocrystalline Si phases. The crystalline volume fractions (*X*~*c*~) of the samples after annealing have been estimated with the formula: $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ {X}_c=\frac{\mathrm{Ic}}{\mathrm{Ic}+0.88\mathrm{I}\mathrm{a}} $$\end{document}$ \[[@CR17]\] by the deconvolution of each Raman spectrum into three Gaussian components corresponding to nanocrystalline (nc-Si), amorphous (a-Si), and the intermediate ultra-small nanocrystalline (us-Si) component, as shown in the inset of Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, where *Ic* is the crystalline part of the integrated Raman scattering intensity and *Ia* is the amorphous part of the integrated Raman scattering intensity. The average size of nc-Si is about 5.8 nm calculated by the phonon confinement model \[[@CR18]\]. It is found that *X*~*c*~ increases with the doping concentration when the doping level is low, which indicates that P dopants can promote the crystallization process of Si \[[@CR19]\]. This is because P dopants tend to first passivate the Si dangling bonds which helps increase the order of the film and then locate at the substitutional sites inside the Si nanocrystals as P~4~^0^ which can lower the formation energy of Si nanocrystals \[[@CR15], [@CR20]\]. However, when the P concentration is further increased, the crystalline fraction *X*~*c*~ drops a little bit. This may because more P dopants incorporated into the films and cause damage to the crystal lattice. And it forms the defect states which may result in the degradation of crystallinity \[[@CR15]\].Fig. 1Raman spectra of samples with various P doping concentrations at the annealing temperature of 1000 °C. The *inset* is the Gauss decomposition of Raman peak

The multilayered structures after 1000 °C annealing were investigated using the cross-sectional TEM observations. Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}a shows the TEM image of nc-Si/SiO~2~ multilayers with the nominal P doping ratio of 0.2 % after annealing. The periodically layered structures are well kept, and the interfaces are still smooth after high temperature annealing. The thickness of the nc-Si layer is about 8.5 nm, and the thickness of SiO~2~ layer is about 2--3 nm. The formation of Si nanocrystals can be further identified in the high-resolution TEM image as given in the inset of Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}a, which exhibits the crystallized Si with the size about 8--10 nm. The crystal lattice can be clearly identified and the crystalline inter-planar spacing of formed Si nanocrystals is about 0.31 nm, which corresponds to the Si (111) crystalline orientation \[[@CR5]\]. The size distribution of nc-Si dots is evaluated by a statistic on 74 nc-Si dots, as shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}b. The average diameter of nc-Si dots is about 6 nm, and the size deviation is about 2.2 nm which is consistent with the Raman result.Fig. 2**a** Cross-section TEM micrographs with low and high magnifications for the nominal P concentration of 0.2 % nc-Si/SiO~2~ multilayers after 1000 °C annealing. **b** Size distribution of the nc-Si dots in the doped nc-Si/SiO~2~ film

In order to testify the existence of P in the nc-Si layer, we performed the X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements on the 0.2 % P-doped samples after etching 100 s. As shown in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, a sharp peak at 98.5 eV and a small peak at 102.9 eV appear, which correspond to the Si--Si (Si^0+^) bond and the Si--O (Si^4+^) bond, respectively \[[@CR21]\]. In our previous work, we detected the depth-dependent XPS spectra and found out the periodically changes of the signals from Si--Si (Si^0+^) bond and Si--O (Si^4+^) bond \[[@CR15]\]. The ratio of the two signals suggests that the detected position is in the nc-Si layer. Meanwhile in the P 2p spectrum, a signal at 128.9 eV corresponding to the P--Si bond can be identified, which implies that the P atoms exist in the nc-Si layer in the form of P--Si bond after high temperature annealing, while the broad peak centered at 133 eV is the plasmon loss peak of Si 2p photoelectron \[[@CR21]\]. We have also used the low-temperature electron spin resonance (ESR) measurements to study the P-doped nc-Si/SiO~2~ multilayers in our previous work, and it was found that a clear ESR signal of the conduction electrons can be observed in the samples which demonstrated that part of the P impurities indeed occupies the inner sites of nc-Si substitutionally and provide the conduction electrons after ionization \[[@CR15]\].Fig. 3X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) of the 1000 °C annealed samples with the nominal doping concentration of 0.2 %

Electrical Properties {#Sec5}
---------------------

In order to understand the doping effect on the electrical properties of P-doped nc-Si/SiO~2~ multilayers, temperature-dependent conductivities were measured first in a temperature ranged from 300 to 660 K. As shown in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}, it is found that the conductivity increases monotonically with the P doping concentration and the conductivity of doped samples can be as high as 110 S/cm at room temperature which is enhanced by seven orders of magnitude than that of the un-doped one. Furthermore, it is found that both the doped and the un-doped samples annealed at 1000 °C exhibit linear relationship in the lnσ-1/T plot in the temperature region 300--660 K given in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}a, which matches the Arrhenius relationship between dark conductivity *σ* and the temperature *T*, described as the formula: *σ* = *σ*~0~exp(−*E*~*a*~/*k*~*B*~*T*), where, *σ*~0~ is the pre-exponential factor of conductivity, *E*~*a*~ is the conductivity activation energy, and *k*~*B*~ is the Boltzmann's constant \[[@CR22]\]. It is indicated that the transport behavior of doped nc-Si/SiO~2~ above room temperature is thermal activation conduction mechanism. The activation energy *E*~*a*~ can be deduced through Arrhenius plots by the slope of the linear fit, which is related to the energy difference between the Fermi level and the bottom of conduction band in *n*-type semiconductor. The deduced conductivity activation energy *E*~*a*~ is given in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}a, b. For un-doped samples, *E*~*a*~ is about 0.58 eV which implies the Fermi level locates at the mid gap of the nc-Si. With increasing the P doping ratio, the *E*~*a*~ decreased rapidly, which indicates that the Fermi level shifts to the conduction band due to the doping effect as shown in the Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}b. It is interesting to find that when the nominal P doping ratio is high enough (\~0.6 %), the activation energy *E*~*a*~ is very small, which means that the Fermi level should be closed to the bottom of the conduction band. As a consequence, the conductivity is almost unchanged with the temperature.Fig. 4The conductivity tendency of the various P-doped nc- Si/SiO~2~ multilayers at room temperatureFig. 5**a** The lnσ-1/T plot with different P doping ratios. The value listed on each line is the corresponding conductivity activation energy *E* ~*a*~. **b** The schematic drawing of the shift of Fermi level

The significantly increased room temperature conductivity by seven orders of magnitude after doping can be attributed to the increased carrier concentrations after P doping. According to the formula: $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ {n}_0={N}_c\frac{2}{\sqrt{\uppi}}{\mathrm{F}}_{1/2}\left(\frac{E_f-{E}_c}{k_oT}\right) $$\end{document}$ for degenerate samples (doping ratio \~0.6 %), where *n*~0~ is the carrier concentration, *N*~*c*~ is the effective density of conduction band, *E*~*f*~ is the Fermi level, *E*~*c*~ is the conduction band, and F~1/2~ refers to the Fermi integral function, we can roughly estimate that the carrier concentration of the doped samples is seven orders of magnitude higher than the un-doped one if we assume that the Fermi level shifts from 0.58 eV to the bottom of conduction band *E*~*c*~ after P doping as shown in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}b. Since we measured the Hall mobility and room conductivity of samples with and without doping, one can also estimate the carrier concentrations again from the formula: *σ* = nμq. It is found that the mobility is about 1.2 cm^2^/V s for the un-doped sample, and it is increased to 9.8 cm^2^/V s for sample with doping gas ratio of 0.6 %. The calculated carrier concentration is 2.4 × 10^12^ and 7.1 × 10^19^ cm^−3^ for the un-doped sample and the sample with the doping gas ratio of 0.6 %, which is well consistent with the result estimated from the shift of *E*~*a*~. It is clearly demonstrated that P dopants can be incorporated into the nc-Si dots to provide conduction electrons to control the conductivity.

We also measured the temperature-dependent conductivities in the low temperature range (from 40 K to room temperature). For the un-doped samples, the resistivity is quite high so that the conductivity in the low temperature range is difficult to be measured. According to Stegner et al., the increase of the Si nanocrystals' doping concentration results in a decrease of the conductivity temperature dependence in the temperature range of 100--300 K \[[@CR14]\]. In our case, we also found that the conductivity data of the doped nc-Si/SiO~2~ multilayers obtained below the room temperature (300 K) cannot be well described by the Arrhenius relationship which suggests different mechanisms dominating the carrier transport processes.

In order to extract information about the transport behavior of the doped nc-Si multilayers at low temperature, the reduced activation energy,$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ w(T)=\frac{d\left( \ln \sigma \right)}{d\left( \ln T\right)} $$\end{document}$, has been introduced and plotted against *T* on a log--log scale over the entire temperature range (40--660 K) \[[@CR22], [@CR23]\]. It is found that three different temperature regimes can be identified as shown in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}, which is different from the result of intrinsic and Boron-doped nc-Si materials reported by Concari et al. that only one transport mechanism, Mott variable-range hopping (Mott-VRH) occurs at the temperature range of 270 to 450 K \[[@CR24]\]. The reduced activation energy *w*(*T*), appears to be a straight line with a slope ≈ 1 at the high temperature region, which refers to the thermally activated transport mechanism as we discussed before. The span of zero slope from room temperature down to *T* = 80 K refers to a power--law temperature dependence of conductivity (*σ* = T^γ^), which indicates the multiple phonon hopping (MPH) conduction mechanisms due to weak carrier-phonon interactions. Within this temperature range, the electrons are weakly localized and preferentially coupled to the phonons whose wavelengths are close to its localization length \[[@CR25]\]. Therefore, these localized electrons can transport between the deep localized states originated from the defect states or grain boundaries with the multiple phonon hopping process. It was suggested that the MPH process only works at the temperature larger than the phonon's characteristic temperature (\~100 K) \[[@CR26]\]. The similar MPH conduction mechanism has also been reported in amorphous and nanocrystalline semiconductors \[[@CR25]--[@CR27]\].Fig. 6The reduced activation energy *w*(*T*) plotted against *T* on a log--log scale for samples with the nominal P concentration of 0.1, 0.2, and 0.6 %

However, when the temperature is low enough, the temperature-dependent behaviors of conductivity are changed again and no longer dominated by the MPH process. As shown in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}, the slope = 0.25 of the *w*(*T*) − *T* plots below 80 K is identified which indicates the Mott-VRH conduction mechanism following the formula: $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \sigma ={\sigma}_0 \exp \left[-{\left(\frac{T_o}{T}\right)}^{1/4}\right] $$\end{document}$ \[[@CR28]\]. It is reasonable since the ability of electrons utilizing multiple phonons for hopping is limited due to the freeze out of acoustic phonons as the temperature goes down to 80 K. According to Mott's theory, the low temperature transport is due to the tunneling of carriers from occupied to unoccupied localized states \[[@CR28]\]. The Mott-VRH conduction can be observed in un-doped and lightly doped microcrystalline silicon (μc-Si) films at low temperature as well \[[@CR29]--[@CR31]\]. It is found that with increasing the P doping concentrations, the temperature at which the conduction mechanism changing from MPH to thermally activated conduction becomes lower as shown in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}, for example, it is about 300 K for sample with doping ratio of 0.1 % and it becomes 200 K for sample with doping ratio of 0.6 %. This can be explained as the Fermi level shifts to the conduction band, thus more electrons can easily occupy the sites in conduction band and the thermally activated conduction process plays an important role in carrier transport behaviors even at the low temperature.

V. Osinniy et al. studied the temperature-dependent charge-carrier transport in un-doped nc-Si/SiO~2~ multilayer structures by evaporating Au layer on top and back side of the samples. It was indicated that the carrier transport can be well described by a combination of phonon-assisted and direct tunneling mechanisms since they measured the vertical electrical transport process where the SiO~2~ barriers play the crucial role in the current--voltage relationship. They also found that the carrier transport is thermally activated, but the resistivity curve was characterized by two slopes which means the change of the carrier transport mechanism though they did not discuss it in detail \[[@CR32]\]. In our case, we used the co-planar geometrics to study the temperature-dependent Hall effect in P-doped nc-Si/SiO~2~ multilayers deposited on quartz substrates. Therefore, the studied electrical transport process mainly occurred in the planar nc-Si layers, and dopants have strong influences on the conduction process instead of SiO~2~ layers. The temperature-dependent conductivity indicated that the different transport mechanism from Mott-VRH conduction to thermally activated transport mechanism dominated transport process in the various temperature ranges since P doping can provide the electrons and introduce more defect states in nc-Si \[[@CR15]\], and they may play important roles in the transport process especially at the low temperature.

Conclusions {#Sec6}
===========

In summary, un-doped and P-doped nc-Si/SiO~2~ multilayers are formed by 1000 °C thermal annealing the corresponding hydrogenated amorphous Si/SiO~2~ stacked structures. It is found that the crystallinity is increased for samples with high doping concentrations, and the average size of formed Si nanocrystals is about 6 nm. The temperature-dependent conductivity with the investigation temperature above 300 K indicates the thermal activation conduction behavior dominating the carrier transport process. The gradual decrease of conductivity activation energy with the doping concentrations suggests that the shift of the Fermi level to the bottom of the conduction band and the corresponding room temperature conductivity is as high as 110 S/cm which is enhanced by seven orders of magnitude compare with that of the un-doped one. Furthermore, the temperature-dependent conductivity measurements in the low temperature range suggest that the Mott-VRH conduction mechanism dominates the transport process in doped samples at very low temperature, and MPH conduction mechanism appears when the investigation temperature increases to about 80 K. Our results demonstrate that high conductive nc-Si can be obtained after P doping, and the carrier transport mechanism depends both on the temperature and the doping levels.
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